SOZOPOL HOTEL**
Sozopol – MоD** Hotel is located
in the town of the same name, next to
the beach. The town is sеttled in the
southern part of Burgas Bay, 35 km
south of Burgas.
Sozopol is one of the oldest and
most beautiful Bulgarian resorts.
Buildings of all ages can be seen in the
seaside town. Its old town - the Ancient
Sozopol was declared a museum town
and was established of about 180 houses,
built between the middle of the XVIII
and the beginning of the XIX century.

During their vacation, guests can visit a number of attractions, some of which
are:
- Archeological Museum in the town;
- The St. Nicholas Monastery;
- The Byzantine Church;
- The Fortress Wall;
- St. Kirik Island;
- Bakarluk Peak;
- The Ravadinovo Castle and the biggest Neptun Aqua Park next to it.

About Sozopol – MоD** Hotel:
Sozopol-MoD Hotel** consists of two buildings – main and adjacent. The
property has 29 apartments (suitable for accommodating families with one or
more children) and 54 double/twin and triple rooms.
All rooms are air-conditioned, with private bathrooms and equipped with
mini bar, IP TV and telephone.
The hotel offers free parking (limited places) and Wi-Fi.

In-room amenities:
- Air conditioning;
- IP TV;
- Mini bar.

Hotel amenities:
- Two outdoor pools / large and small/;
- Outdoor fitness;
- Table tennis;
- Playground for children up to 5 years;
- Maxi chess;
- Sozopol casual-dining restaurant with 150 seats;
- Tropikana outdoor pool bar with 40 seats;
- Safe boxes at reception;
- Free parking (limited places).
For those who prefer the shade over the blazing sun, they can cool off at the
outdoor bar next to the pools.
Chess and fitness lovers are also thought of - they can indulge in their favorite
outdoor pursuits.

The operating period is only during the summer season.
GPS: 42°24’37.3”N 27°41’54.4”E
City of Sozopol, “Prof. Ivan Venedikov” Street № 6

CLIMS - BULGARIA
PRICE LIST
SEASON “SUMMER 2021”
FOR INDIVIDUAL RESERVATIONS
“Sozopol” hotel
Price per night in EUR for two persons
includes breakfast, VAT, parking (there is a
limit of the parking places) and swimming
pool.

Type of room
High season

Low season

20.06.–10.09.

11.09.–19.06.

Resort fee and hotel
insurance per
person, per day in
EUR, VAT
Adult/
Child
between 3
and 12
years old
pays

Child
until 3
years old

0,26

0,28

Hotel operating period – 01.06. - 22.09.
Villa “Sirena”

66

57

Apartment 3 rooms

62

56

DBL room

44

38

DBL room for single
use

24

22

NOTE:
The price of the room or apartment per day in euro (bad and
breakfast for two adults, parking and swimming pool included if any) is
also including the daily resort fee and hotel insurance for one person.
When accommodating one adult with one child (between 3 and 12
years old), the adult pays 50% of the price per night on BB basis and
the child pays the specific discount as follows. Resort fee and hotel
insurance are added to the price of the accommodation.
Adult, additionally accommodated on a regular bed /after the
accommodation of two adults/, pays 40% of the price per night on BB
basis also resort fee and hotel insurance are added to the price of the
accommodation.
Adult on extra bed pays 30% of the price per night on BB basis
also resort fee and hotel insurance are added to the price of the
accommodation.
Children up to 2 years old with minimum one adult person in
apartment or room have free accommodation and only pays resort fee
and hotel insurance.

Child on regular bed between 3 and 12 years old pays 25% of the
price per night on BB basis also resort fee and hotel insurance are added
to the price of the accommodation.
Child on extra bed between 3 and 12 years pays 20% of the price
per night on BB basis also resort fee and hotel insurance are added to
the price of the accommodation.

For a booking you should contact the CLIMS office in your country.

